A Ruling Passion

Judith Michael creates unforgettable characters and a vivid, richly textured world -- where
passions can be stronger than love -- in this splendid bestseller. Pampered socialite Valerie
Sterling is shattered by her husbands death and the mysterious loss of her wealth. But she finds
within herself the will to build a new life, and rekindles a romance with television network
head Nicholas Fielding. Valerie is utterly unaware of the dangerous passions she is stirring up
in Sybille Enderby, her childhood friend and daughter of a seamstress on one of Valeries
estates. Clawing her way up in the television industry, Sybille has always longed to possess all
that Valerie has. Yet success, marriage, and the glittering whirl of society cannot quench
Sybilles envy of her friend...an envy that grows into a powerful obsession: to destroy Valerie.
Anzaren (French Edition), Discovering Past Lives (Investigating the Unknown (Library)),
Glass Beach, Grey Gardens, Poe: New Tales Inspired by Edgar Allan Poe,
Editorial Reviews. Review. Chicago Tribune Good, stylishly written fun. Daily News (New
A Ruling Passion - Kindle edition by Judith Michael. Romance. This plodding riches-to-rags
and rags-to-riches tale is likely to disappoint fans of Michael's glittering bestseller Inheritance.
Privileged and beautiful Valerie.
Judith Michael creates unforgettable characters and a vivid, richly textured world â€”where
passions can be stronger than loveâ€”in this splendid bestseller. P. The Ruling Passion,
sometimes called The Ornithologist, is a painting by John Everett Millais which was shown at
the Royal Academy Exhibition in
sb's ruling passion definition: a person's most important interest. Learn more.
Definition of ruling passion in US English - an interest or concern that occupies a large part of
someone's time and effort.
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